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Prizes in this 2007 catalog are only an example of what you can win.  Items may vary 

depending on what vendor we order through. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Stiff Bristle Brush 
Medium stiff crimped bristles. Narrower block for smaller hands. 6½" Long. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Face Brush 
Small, easy-to-handle brush with gentle horsehair bristles. Great for face and 
sensitive areas. 5" long. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Curved Handle Mane & Tail Brush 
Great Brush for manes and tails. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Portable 4 Hook Tack Rack 
Two swivel hooks on top allow Rack to hang on a stall door, wall, fence, or 
trailer door when traveling or at home. Four swivel hooks to hold your tack. 
Black only. 17" long, hook opening 1 7/8" wide. 

 
 

 

 
Supreme 8qt Bucket 
Made of highly durable polyprop 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Hand Braided Heavy Cotton 4' Lead 
Hand braided ¾" cotton Lead, 4' long. Just the right length to conveniently 
lead a horse out to the pasture or into a stall.  
 
 

1 to 10 Points 
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Velcro Restorer Brush                                                                             
A handy tool for cleaning out hair and debris trapped in                             
Velcro closures. Works great on all velcro to restore its   
effectiveness and give it new life. Try it on the Velcro of blankets, 
training boots, sweats and a whole lot more. Has a great 
ergonomic design and comes with a convenient pocket size comb 
to clean out the wire brush when your done. 

                                                   
 

 
Dura-Tech® Interlock Fly Masks                    
Made of 300 denier mesh in a less dense weave to insure good 
vision, the soft shaped mask has Velcro fastening and fleece at 
nose and poll. Color: White. Sizes: Cob, Full Size 
 
 
 
 
 
Ultra® Neoprene Tail Wrap                         
Helpful in keeping horses from rubbing out their tail in the stall or 
trailer. Handy when examining mares or for use in breeding 
procedures. 15". Hose or hand wash to clean. Neoprene with vertical 
velcro closure. Black only. 
 

 
 

 
 
Stall and Pasture Toy 
Durable molded plastic ball with handle automatically reinflates when 
squeezed. Approximately 6" diameter. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Off The Cuff™ 
Stay dry - whatever you are washing! Slides over your hand onto your 
wrist, forming a water tight seal that keeps water from running down 
your arm; small enough to stay out of your way but extremely effective! 
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Boot Pulls  
Wooden handles and forged one piece metal hooks to pull on your tall 
boots. Very handy! 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Ultra Final Touch Shining Spray 
The "Final Touch" in producing a million dollar shine in the show ring. A 
"best seller" Ultra product worldwide for years! Extra gentle formula 
leaves coat, mane and tail glistening with accentuated highlights 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Nylon Round Braided Lead with Chain 
5/8" x 8' polypropylene lead with 30" brass plated chain and brass 
clamp. 
 
 
 

Easy-Up Box Fan Supports 
Unique and completely portable hooks made to specifically hold 
square fans in place on stall fronts at home or at shows. Fan rests 
inside both supports at bottom and the tops of the supports hook 
over the wall. Holds up to a 6" wide and 24" tall fan. Supports are 
not permanently attached to each other so they can be placed at 
any distance needed for each other. Lightweight, strong metal with 
chrome finish. Fan Supports sold in pairs. 
 

 
 

Dura-Tech Mini Grooming Tote 
Heavy duty 840D nylon tote is great for ring side touch ups or 
carrying your grooming supplies from stall to stall at home. Inside 
separated into four pockets for brushes or quart bottles. Sturdy, 
but soft flat bottom allows loaded tote to set flat on the ground. 
 
 
 

  
 
 

11 to 20 Points 
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Hagerty's Silversmith's Spray 
Haggerty's is going to be your favorite way to clean silver. 
No need to remove silver from leather to clean and polish. 
Dries clear if it gets on leather, will not darken most 
leathers. Works super fast: spray on or wipe on, wipe off 
with soft cloth or paper towel and buff. Dirt and tarnish 
come off instantly-no muss, no fuss cleaning. Keep handy 
for touch-ups at shows. 14.5 oz. 
 
 
 

 

Ultra Bit Cleaner and Freshener 
A great new way to clean and disinfect your bits. Squeeze 
onto a towel and rub over the entire bit. Formula will break 
up dried on saliva and disinfect bits between uses, bits will 
shine like new again. Product will lather and suds up with 
use. Does not need to be rinsed off. 32 Oz. Peppermint 
flavored. 

 
 
 

 
Dura Tech Sureseat English Saddle Cover 
This saddle covers does double duty - use as durable cover in the barn to 
keep saddle clean, and use when riding in inclimate weather. Provides full 
saddle coverage with rider aboard. Soft and packable to take with you on 
the trail. Unique grippy seat cover makes a safe riding surface even in wet 
weather. Made to fit most All Purpose or Close Contact saddles. Special top 
design with velcro edges along sides of seat to allow stirrup leathers and 
irons to drop out for unrestricted use when riding. Waterproof, heavy-duty 
PVC with reinforced seams. 

 
 
 
F.E.S. Black Steel Irons 
Black steel fillis style irons with a nickel plated coating to help retard rust 
are great for equitation classes as they are less obvious and blend with tall 
boots.Sizes: 4¼", 4½", 4¾". 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dura Tech All Purpose Duffle 
Great bag sized just right for many uses, from carrying your grooming 
supplies to carrying on the plane for that weekend trip. Tough and durable 
600D nylon. Shoulder strap.21" long x 10" high x 10" deep. 
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Lil Grooming Box 
Compact, easy to handle molded plastic grooming box. 
Deep storage compartment plus a small removable tray 
and snap down locks on the lid. Easy to carry handle.  
Overall measurements: 8" tall x 13½" wide x 7" deep.  

 
 
 

Hanging Groomer 
Excellent design for home and on the road. Straps to hang just about 
anywhere to keep everything you need right where you need it. Nylon mesh 
pockets are roomy and hold your supplies securely. Solid back panel 
constructed of tough 600 Denier Nylon. Black only. Not just for horse stuff - 
get one for the dressing room in the trailer, too and maybe one for inside 
the camper, too! 41" x 21" with ten pockets. 

 
 

 
 

Easy Up Portable Saddle Rack 
Single saddle rack to use on trailer door or stall front, will hold one western or 
English saddle. Black Armor finish. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  Cotton Web Lunge Line 
  Comfortable and durable imported cotton web. Brass plated swivel snap  
  and rubber stopper. 1" x 30´ long. 

  AND  

  Heavy Duty Solid Brass Chain 
  

 
 

Wonder Whip 7½' Lunge Whip 
All Wonder Whips have a thread covered fiberglass 
core for high stength. 7½" stick. 8' lash with 12" popper offers more  
reach with less effort. 
 
 

 
CPR Leather Cleaner & Conditioner 
Revives dirty, sweat-stained tack in seconds. Non-greasy, natural lanolin formula 
softens and restores suppleness. Complete with it's own sponge. 8 oz. 

21 to 30 Points 
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Blanket Guard 
Tired of those blanket rub marks on your horse's shoulders, mane and withers? 
Our horse shoulder guard protects the shoulder and wither area against blanket 
chafing and helps prevent hair loss.   
This deluxe horse shoulder guard is made from the finest four-way stretch 
85%nylon/15%lycra available.  Form fitting and comfortable while allowing for 
total freedom of movement. Use it once and you'll never blanket your horse 
again without one.  

 
 
 

 
Dura-Tech Flake Saver Hay Bag 
Flexible design made of durable 800 denier coated nylon that is non-toxic and  
easily washed. The top is reinforced with a steel band for easy loading. Nylon  
straps partition off the front feeding hole to keep hay loss to a minimum. A  
D-ring is sewn to the back of the bag for a double end snap to secure the bag 
to your stall to keep it from swinging around. Measures 27" H x 23" W and  
expands 7" deep 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Hunt Cap Case 
Soft, roomy case protects your hunt cap and has enough space for gloves,  
hairnets and related items. 420 denier nylon. 

 

 
 
 
 
Deluxe Western Boot Bag 
Fleece lined individual compartments. 420 denier nylon. 
 

 
 

 
Tack Rack Case 
Convenient 3 hook tack rack enclosed in a heavy duty nylon case 
to keep your expensive tack clean and secure. Features adjustable 
shoulder strap, one outside pocket and a full zipper closure for 
easy access. Rack can be removed from cover for easy machine 
washing of cover. Looks great personalized with your club or farm 
logo. Very popular gift and awards item. 17" x 32".  
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Dura-Tech Deluxe Two Tail Carrier 
Great new design makes storing and carrying your tail extension 
easy. Web and button-snap strap holds tail securely inside. Tail 
hangs straight and neat with a zipper that runs all the way down 
the side for easy use. Also includes a clear vinyl I.D. pocket on 
front for name card. Durable nylon outer, self lined with web 
carrying/hanging strap. 6" x 40". 
 
 
 

Dura-Tech Deluxe Single Tail Carrier 
Great new design makes storing and carrying your tail extension 
easy. Web and button-snap strap holds tail securely inside. Tail 
hangs straight and neat with a zipper that runs all the way down 
the side for easy use. Also includes a clear vinyl I.D. pocket on 
front for name card. Durable nylon outer, self lined with web 
carrying/hanging strap. 4.5" x 40". 
 
 
 
 
 

Dura-Tech German Web Cord Lunge Lines 
Doubled and ribbed 1" webbing that is comfortable and easy to 
grip. Available with reinforced end and swivel snap (#01772), 
swivel end and swivel snap (#01773) or 30" nickel plate chain and 
solid snap (no swivel, #01771). 1" wide x 30' long, all nickel plate 
hardware. 
 
 
 
 

Dura-Tech Stall Front Horsewear Bag 
Keep your blankets, sheets, and coolers accessible! Zippered 
blanket compartment measures 35™ wide x 24™ tall x 12™ deep. 
Nylon straps with easy release buckles make hanging simple. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Extra Long Garment Bag 
Extra Long garment bag with front zippered pocket. 420 denier 
nylon. Hanger not included. 24" w, 56" long. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Deluxe English Boot Bag 
Fleece lined individual compartments. 420 denier nylon. 

 

31-50 Points 
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Easy-Up Aluminum Folding Directors Chair 
Great for shows. Lightweight, yet durable folding director 
chairs with heavy-duty 1200D nylon seat and back. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Stool Box 
It’s a stool, it’s a box - it’s both! Large enough to hold what you 
need. Tall enough to use for brushing, braiding or mounting. 
Durable molded plastic, features 2 removable trays - one for small 
items and one for larger brushes and grooming supplies. Treaded 
top for traction and wide set feet for stability. Carry handle folds 
flush with lid surface. Lid secures with snap down lock. Grey with 
red trays. Outer measurements: 10" tall x 16" wide. Tray 
compartment: 9½" deep x 12½" wide. 
 
 
 
Western Single Hat Can 
A lightweight molded, durable single hat case with 
adjustable brackets for a snug fit. Hat rests on 
tabs only. Crown and brim are fully protected. 
 
 
 
 

Sleezy by Sleezy Barb 
Our exclusive design horse hood is made from the finest quality American-made  
four-way stretch nylon/lycra available that resists tears and snagging. Every horse 
slicker has been designed to provide the most comfortable fitting hood your horse 
 can wear while also providing for maximum body movement. Each horse sleazy 
 (horse slinky, horse mane tamer) comes with an adjustable noseband with velcro 
closure, large eye holes that won't run up into your horse's eyes, extra deep  
shoulder coverage and an easy-to-fasten elastic strap with a sturdy ABS side-
release buckle at the horse's girth.  Not available with zipper. 

 
 

Folding Wheel Barrow 
Lightweight, small but durable cart with steel frame and vinyl tub. 6" pneumatic  
tire rolls easily over terrain. Holds up to 80 lbs, folds flat for storage.  
30" long x 17" wide x 12" deep. 

 
 
 

Dura-Tech Show Accessory Bag 
Convenient way to store and protect your necklaces, bracelets, earrings, chains, 
throatlatches, conchos or any other small valuables. 6 necklace/chain keepers,  
9 pockets for earrings or conchos and 2 large quilted pockets perfect for your  
makeup or other accessories. 16" tall x 12" wide x 3½" deep. 
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Deluxe Clipper Case 
Made especially for your clippers and accessories. Opens flat to hang anywhere 
keeping your supplies handy. Multiple pockets hold clippers, blades, chargers, 
batteries and small tools. Elastic bands to hold canned or bottled clipping aids. 
420D Nylon outer, soft quilted nylon lining. Protects your clipper investment.  
12½" wide x 29" long x 6" deep.  

 
 
 
 

Supreme Western Pad Carrier 
Keeps pads clean and dry between uses. Unique split design allows Carrier to set 
 on saddle rack over or under your saddle. Each side unzips all around for easy 
load/unload. Pads secure inside with adjustable web strap. Holds 4 or more  
Wool Rugs or 2 or heavier work Pads on each side. 23" H, 39" L, expands to  
up to 8" Deep. Removable rigid spine lets you machine wash and dry easily.  
Tough, breathable 420D Nylon with Nylon mesh around all edges, reinforced  
web binding, stitching and handles. Padded, adjustable shoulder strap 

 
 
 
English Saddle Case 
Heavy-duty case to protect your saddle. Made of 
heavy-duty 420 denier, lightly insulated triple-ply 
blanket material. Easy to load, unzips to open. 
Nylon handles and adjustable web shoulder strap.  
 

 
 

German Silver Equitation Spurs 
All of our spurs are entirely hand forged and hand 
engraved. German Silver Equitation 1½" Band, 3" 
Neck with rounded tip rowel. 
 
 
 

E-Z® View Pin On Pad 
Requested by professionals. This new version of our E-Z® 
View saddle pad, allows you to easily pin your number 
onto the pad. Nylon webbing makes pinning numbers 
quick, easy and hold securely. Made of the finest hypo-
allergenic synthetic white fleece with quilted brush cotton 
underside. Velcro opening on back seam to allow insert of 
lift or gel pad. 
 

 

51-70 Points 
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Zippered Sleezy by Sleezy Barb 
Our exclusive design horse hood is made from the finest quality 
American-made four-way stretch nylon/lycra available that resists 
tears and snagging. Every horse slicker has been designed to 
provide the most comfortable fitting hood your horse can wear 
while also providing for maximum body movement. Each horse 
sleazy (horse slinky, horse mane tamer) comes with an adjustable 
noseband with velcro closure, large eye holes that won't run up into 
your horse's eyes, extra deep shoulder coverage and an easy-to-
fasten elastic strap with a sturdy ABS side-release buckle at the 
horse's girth.  

 
 
Dura-Tech Waterproof/Breathable Multi-Purpose 
Carrier 
If you have to travel with hay, you need this bag. Made of extremely  
durable 600D nylon that is waterproof and breathable to protect hay 
from weather and help prevent excessive heat, lessening the risk of 
mold. No holes in this bag, the breathable material makes the typical 
grommets used in other bags unnecessary! Generously sized to hold  
full bale up to 24" high, 22" wide and 48" long. Storm-flap covered, 
heavy-duty zipper opens around 5 surfaces for easy load/unload. 2  
zipper heads allow bag to be opened along any section of the bale, 
without exposing the whole bale to the elements. Heavy-duty,  
reinforced web handles. Pass load straps through the handles to cinch  
down your well-protected hay up on the gear rack of your trailer or into  
the bed of your truck. Use also for bagged bedding, feed bag  
travel/storage, stall drapes, horse blankets, coolers or saddle pads. 
(24" H x 22" W x 48" L) 
 
 
 

Harness Leather Loop Back/Keeper Ends 
Our finest hand rubbed, heavyweight harness leather reins designed  
with our new quick change ends. 7 - 7½ ' long. 5/8" wide.  
Made in U.S.A. 
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Deluxe Bridle Case 
Extra large capacity case for bridles, show halters 
and accessories. Easy to hang up at shows, opens 
flat for easy access. Holds up to 6 English or 
Western bridles with bits and reins attached, 
secured with Velcro straps. Quilted lining. Zippered 
pocket inside for accessories. Padded shoulder 
strap. 
 

 
 
 

Concho Blanket Trims 
Hand engraved silver mounted on tooled leather 
rosettes adds a final touch to your show ring outfit. 
Easily installs with chicago screws. Sold in pairs.  
(Square or Round) 
 

 

 
 

 

Bailey’s Felt Hat – 5X (your size, your color) 
 
 
 
 
 
Deluxe Single Hat Can Western 
Tan with tooled leather handle and inside mirror. 
Crown and brim of hat are fully protected. Item 
#11924 has an accessory case to hold gloves, hair 
nets, hat sponges, etc. Case attaches to the 
bottom of the hat can. 
 
 
 

Dura-Tech Stall Front Blanket/Grooming Bag 
Keep your blankets, sheets, coolers, and grooming tools accessible! Eight mesh 
pockets sized to neatly hold a variety of grooming products. Zippered blanket 
compartment measures 35" wide x 22" tall x 12" deep. Four nylon straps with 
easy release buckles make hanging simple. 
 

 
 

Nylon Sheet 
Extra tough 420D BREATHABLE nylon wears like iron, looks great wash  
after wash. Great year round, use under blankets or over Slickers.  
Closed front, popular original cutback wither pattern. 

 

71-90 Points 
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Supreme Western Saddle Case 
The unique shape covers and protects every part of your saddle. Fenders 
and skirts maintain shape and can't rub against each other. Made of heavy 
duty 420 denier insulated triple ply blanket material. Easy to load. Simply 
move from trailer rack to saddle stand. Detachable shoulder strap 
included. 

 
 
 

Three Season Blanket 
Is it a lightweight blanket, a lined sheet, a wearable cooler or a blanket 
liner? The answer is yes.  Created as a multiple use blanket / sheet / liner 
/ cooler perfect for changing seasons and fluctuating temperatures. Made 
in our original cutback pattern. Constructed of durable 420 denier nylon 
outer and polar fleece lining, which combine for super breathability and 
comfort in many different climates. 

 
 
 

Mosquito Mesh Open Front Fly Sheet 
Extra fine screen mesh. Smooth, flexible, lightweight and extremely durable.  
Features V-Free fit with shaped pressure free wither, Adjusta-Fit for best fit  
at the shoulders, fleece at withers and gussets for freedom of movement.  
The shoulders and withers are lined with breathable nylon. Open front, bias  
surcingle, detachable elastic leg straps and tail cover. 60% UV rating. A  
matching neck cover and fly mask are available for additional protection.  
Color Baby Blue. Fitted turnout covers the shoulder only up to the start of  
the mane leaving the mane uncovered. 
 
 
 
 

 
Double Hat Can Western 
A lightweight molded, durable double hat case with adjustable 
brackets for a snug fit. Hats rest on tabs only. Crown and brim are 
fully protected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sleazy Brand Sleazy Sleepwear for Horses 
Lycra Pull-On Hoods 
Creative exotic prints with all the key Sleazy features in 
their preferred pull-on design. 
 
 
 

91-110 Points 
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Heavyweight Polar Fleece Cooler 
Soft, 20 oz. Polar Fleece provides warmth of wool 
with excellent absorbency and moisture transport. 
Web browband and ties at front and tail cord. 
Machine wash and dry. 
 
 
 
 
 

Poly-Tech™ Bellyband or Leg Strap Multi-Purpose 
Cover 
Closed front bellyband style - excellent as a lightweight blanket, a liner 
under a sheet or blanket, a fitted cooler or a shipping cover. Universal fit 
pattern with partial cutback. Fitted body.  Adjusta-fit tabs for best fit at 
shoulder. Contour fit at hindquarters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Championship Award Robe 
100% medium weight navy wool cooler. Wicks 
away moisture for greater warmth. Navy blue with 
red and yellow "Championship" binding. Contour 
coverage and velcro tabs for front closure. 
Underneath, a low set, adjustable surcingle to keep 
wind and dust out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shaped Floral Spur Strap With Concho 
Shaped Floral design on light oil leather. Silver concho 
adds the perfect finishing touch. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Small Tack Trunk 
Made of durable yet lightweight polyethylene. Weather 
tight hinged lids lock with padlock. Heavy carrying handles. 
26"L x 15½" W x 13" D. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

111-140 Points 
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Guardian Blanket 
A full feature, closed front, bellyband blanket. Constructed of 
420 denier nylon with nylon lining and tailored in our exclusive 
V-Free™ pressure free wither. The three panel design creates a 
pressure free, raised wither to eliminate pressure points. U.S Pat 
#6,408,604. Midweight insulation (220 gms). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ultra® Neoflex Girth With Tooled Leather 
Finally a neoprene girth to match your finest show saddles. 
Beautiful acorn and oakleaf hand tooled leather is sewn to a heavy 
top layer of nylon with stainless hardware. The bottom layer of 
neoprene attaches with velcro and can be removed for easy 
cleaning. Now available in Light Oil (#10059) and Dark Oil 
(#15753). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nylon Sheet 
Extra tough 420D BREATHABLE nylon wears like iron, looks great wash 
after wash. Great year round, use under blankets or over Slickers. Closed 
front, popular original cutback wither pattern. 
 

AND 
 
Nylon Sheet Hood 
Possibly the best kept secret around, these "Nylon Sheet" hoods perform 
the same "magic" as lycra hoods but are much more durable than any 
lycra product. Great year round, these super-slick, super durable, 
breathable hoods have a comfortable, loose fit and will not bind or rub 
even the most sensitive skin. Can be used under lightweight winter hoods 
for extra warmth. Use over your Slicker Hood to help prolong the life of 
the Lycra. Comes with adjustable, elastic hood straps to attach to sheet or 
blanket. Constructed of the same durable 420 denier nylon that is used on 
our Nylon Sheets (#10529 and #10530), as well as our tough stable 
blankets. Very easy care, machine wash and dry. Brass plated hardware, 
web straps. 
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Easy-Up Fold Up Rolling Basket Dolly 
Load and transport all your show supplies in one unit. Helps eliminate last 
minute trips from the stable to the ring by allowing you to transport all 
your show needs in two roomy baskets. Slip the Saddle Rack Plus (#02364 
sold separately) into the top basket and you can also move your saddles in 
the same trip. Wheel assembly required. 15"x26"x39".(Does not include 
saddle rack) 

 

 

1200D Ripstop Nylon Turnout Blankets 
Waterproof and breathable Euro style turnout, constructed of our tough 
1200 denier ripstop nylon outer and rip-stop nylon lining. Good durability, 
suitable for indoor-outdoor use. Features include no back seam, two 
buckle open front, bias surcingles, extra long sides, gussets and tail cover, 
Provides good fit with full overage. Available in Heavyweight (#15416, 380 
gms of insulation) or Midweight (#15417, 220 gms of insulation). 
 
 
 
 

FANCY SHOW PAD – Your choice of color 
Great new show pad that looks like a custom pad costing 3 times the 
price. Pads are hand woven of wool in the best show colors. Heavyweight 
(4 lbs) oversized 38x34. Fits great under today's show saddles. 

 

 
Show Lunge Line 
Top quality 1" bridle leather with the preferred swivelling end with 
swivel snap end to help keep a neat appearance during lunging. 
26' long. 

 
 
 
 
 

SuperQuilt® Heavyweight Bellyband Blanket 
The SuperQuilt outercover is made of high performance woven polyester 
nylon and is known for its extraordinary durability and resistance to abrasion 
which is backed with a one year guarantee. Its coverage and extra heavy 
insulation have made it a favorite for maintaining show coats in the coldest 
climates. 
 
 

141-180 Points 
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Baileys Felt Hat - 10X (Your size, Your color) 

 
 
 
 

 
Oster Golden A5 2 Speed Clipper 
Two operating speeds gives versatility. Normal speed is 
used for general grooming and precise clipping. The high 
speed is 1/3 faster and is designed for fast body clipping. 
Uses same blades as standard A5 model (any brand "snap-
on" blade will work). Includes blade oil, clipper grease, 
cleaning brush, blade guard and (1) #10 blade. 
 
 
 
Easy-Up Fold Up Rolling Basket Dolly 
Load and transport all your show supplies in one unit. Helps 
eliminate last minute trips from the stable to the ring by 
allowing you to transport all your show needs in two roomy 
baskets. Slip the Saddle Rack Plus (#02364 sold separately) 
into the top basket and you can also move your saddles in the 
same trip. 
AND 

Easy-Up Saddle Rack Plus 
Same compact and convenient way to move your saddle around 
with the rest of your gear, made even better. Now made to set 
taller in the top basket of your Rolling Dolly. Allows easier access 
to basket when saddle is on Rack. Revised frame uses less space 
inside the basket. Center of Rack sets approximately 16" above 
floor of basket. 

 
 
 
 

Billy Royal® One Ear Basketweave and Dots Headstall 
Silver plate. One ear. Light or dark. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

181 & Above Points 
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Easy-Up Swivel Saddle Rack 
This heavy duty three tiered free standing saddle rack is made of 1½"  
tubular steel with a grey armor coated finish. The top two racks swivel  
for easy access. Rubber feet keep unit stable and protect floor. Assembly  
required. 72" H x 28" W x 28" D. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Zenith Blanket 
A great fitting, full coverage, full feature heavyweight leg strap blanket.   
Constructed of breathable, abrasin resistant 420 denier nylon in our  
original cutback neck pattern. Features include our exclusive Adjuata-Fit 
system, deep V closed front, contoured fit, adjustable surcingle belly strap 
and reinforced hind leg straps. Heavyweight insulation (440 gms), rip-stop 
nylon lining. 
 

AND 
 

Adjusta-Fit Original Hood 
Matches our 420 denier blankets. Every quality feature, including extra 
length to provide coverage when the horse puts its head down and a jowl 
strap to prevent the horse from removing the hood. Constructed of 420 
denier nylon outer cover, nylon lining and 10 oz. (280 gms) insulation to 
contain the heat while keeping the hood light enough to protect the mane. 
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* This item is not listed in this catalog but will be available to purchase with your 

earned points if desired. 

 
 1 To 10 Points   
Stiff Bristle Brush 
Face Brush 
Curved Handle Mane/Tail 
Brush 
Portable 4 Hook Rack 
Supreme 8 qt. Bucket 
Heavy Cotton Lead 
Velcro Restoring Brush 
Fly Mask 
Neoprene Tail Wrap 
Stall Toy (Ball) 
Wrist Cuff 
Boot Pulls 
Final Touch Shining Spray 
 
 

 11 To 20 Points  
Braided Lead with Chain 
Easy Up Box Fan Supports 
Mini Grooming Tote 
Hagerty’s Silversmith’s Spray 
Bit freshener 
English Seat Cover 
Black Irons 
Duffle Bag 

 
 
 21 To 30 Points 
Plaque * 
Lil Grooming Box 
Hanging Groomer 
Easy Up Portable Saddle Rack 
Cotton Lunge Line & Chain 
Wonder Whip, Lunge Whip 
CPR Leather Cleaner 
Blanket Guard – Sleezy Barb 
Hunt Cap Case 
Deluxe Western Boot Bag 
3 Hook Tack Rack Case 
Single Tail Bag 
Double Tail Bag  
Flake Saver Hay Bag 
Lunge Line 
Stall Front Horsewear Bag 
Dog Collar W/Dogs Name * 
Embroidered T-Shirt * 
 
 

 31-50 Points 
Extra Long Garment Bag 
Deluxe English Bot Bag 
Folding Steel Director Chair 
 

Step Stool  Box 
Single Hat Carrier 
Folding Wheelbarrow 
Hooded Embroidered 
Sweatshirt * 
Sleezy (no zipper) By Sleezy 
Barb  
Jewelry and Makeup Case 
 

 51-70 Points 
Deluxe Clipper Case 
Saddle Pad Carrier 
Multi Purpose Carrier 
Harness Leather Reins 
English Saddle Case 
Engraved Silver Spurs 
EZ View English Saddle Pad 
Zippered Sleezy by Sleezy 
Barb 
Monogrammed Halter * 
Muck Bucket Dolly – 
Collapsible * 
 

 71-90 Points 
Deluxe Bridle Case – Holds 6              
Saddle Pad Conchos with Tips 
Baileys Felt Hat – 5X 
Nylon Sheet 
Stall Front Blanket/Grooming 
Bag 
Deluxe Hat Can W/Accessory 
Case 
 

 91-110 Point  
Western Saddle Case 
Three Seasons Blanket 
Fly Sheet 
Polar Fleece Cooler 
Fancy Design Sleazy By 
Sleazy Sleep Wear 
Double Hat Can 
Blanket Liner 
Champion Award Cooler 
 

 111-140 Points 
Nylon Sheet & Hood Set 
Guardian Blanket 
Neoprene and Leather girth 
Shaped Floral Fancy Spur 
Straps 
Embroidered Jacket* 
Small Tack Trunk 
 

 141-180 Points 
Fold Up Rolling Basket Dolly 
Belly Band Blanket 
Turnout Blanket  
Fancy Show Pad – Your 
Choice  
Show Lunge Line 
Embroidered Jacket* 
 

 181 & Above Points 
Belly Band Blanket & Hood 
Wire Cart with Saddle Rack 
5 Tier Wire Rack w/ 3 Saddle 
Racks & Baskets * 
Bailey Felt Hat – 10X 
3 Tier Saddle Rack 
Oster 2 Speed A5 Clippers 
Western Silver Headstall 
 


